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Guide



Discovering Imagination
For over 35 years, Rain Drop Products has 

been making waves in the children’s aquatic 

play industry. 



Rain Drop is a leader in inclusive play. We strive to maximize 

the sensory experience for children of all abilities on every 

project. 

Everyone Can Play



Creature Features
Creature Features are a great way to bring a cost effective 

themed look to your project.



Structures
Promote problem solving play with a variety of 

cause-and-effect water sprays on our structures.



Cannons and Spinners
Add interactivity and excitement to your project with our 

cannons and spinners. In groups of two or more, these 

features allow the children to have targeted spray play with 

each other.



Slides
Whether you need a small tot-sized slide or a large 

racer slide, Rain Drop can meet your needs. 



Surface Sprays
We offer a wide variety of surface sprays that gush and jump out 

of the ground. Surface sprays are a big hit with younger children.



With the addition of our five axis CNC router, Rain Drop has the
 capability to take a simple sketch or idea and bring it to life.   Rain 
Drop offers a full line of support documentation.  Feature cut sheets, 
specifications,  layout drawings, equipment details and operation 
manuals are all available to help your project run smoothly.  

Custom Theming
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Add one of our Surface Sprays to the 
Omnipod for a fun, economical solution.

The Omnipod Interface

Upgrade your Omnipod to an above ground 
feature to give your project a fresh look.  

S.M.A.R.T TECHNOLOGY
Our proactive technology can run 
diagnostic checks, report and log data, 
and control water chemistry and 
pressure.  

ADVANCED SEQUENCE CAPABILITY
Offers an unlimited number of inputs/
outputs for sequencing.

ONLINE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Allows remote end users and our 
technicians total onsite control, 
personal training, and maintenance.

TOTAL CONTROL
The app allows control of other areas 
of the park such as lighting, security
 cameras, or irrigation controls.

LIGHTS, SOUNDS & VIBRATIONS
Create completely interactive 
environments to maximize sensory 
experiences, promoting play for all 
abilities.

REMOTE ACCESS
Web-accessible via secure online 
portal, all control capabilities on-site 
can also be performed remotely, 
including operation and
 reprogramming.  



www.rain-drop.com

1-800-343-6063


